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We examine the potential of highly structured intergovernmental organizations (HSIGOs) to prevent the escalation of
low-level, domestic armed conflicts in member states to civil wars. A state’s membership in HSIGOs alters the
bargaining game between the government and rebels by increasing the costs of escalation (e.g., via sanctions) and
decreasing the amount of benefits the state hoped to receive from future international cooperation. The anticipation of
such consequences provides the government with an increased interest in settling the conflict before it escalates. This in
turn also mitigates an important aspect of uncertainty associated with bargaining failure, including enhancing the
credibility of commitments. Empirical analyses and follow-up tests of all domestic armed conflicts from 1945 to 2000
provide robust support for the hypothesized conflict-management function of HSIGO memberships.
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esearchers and practitioners alike have been
bewildered for decades by the problem of how
to stop civil wars.1 Once a country experiences
a full-fledged civil war, the chances of conflict recurrence grow substantially. Causes range from unresolved
grievances, war-related enmity, and desire for revenge
to the negative impact of civil wars on countries’
economic and political development (Blattman and
Miguel 2010). Meanwhile, traditional third-party conflict management (e.g., mediation, intervention, peacekeeping) does not appear all that effective in either
stopping ongoing civil wars or preventing their recurrence (e.g., Balch-Lindsay and Enterline 2000; Doyle
and Sambanis 2000; Metternich 2011). Given the
problems posed by ongoing civil wars, we shift the
ontological focus away from civil war management to
civil war prevention. We approach civil wars from the
developmental perspective and divide the life cycle of
domestic conflicts into the initial, low-level armed
conflict2 phase and the later, civil war phase. This
allows us to study the process of escalation and address
the question of how to prevent the escalation of lowlevel domestic conflicts into full-fledged civil wars.
One illustration of escalation prevention is the
example of Indonesia, where a serious crisis over the
status of East Timor was defused before it turned into

a civil war. When a referendum produced a clear
vote for the independence of East Timor in 1999,
pro-Indonesian militias and parts of the Indonesian
military reacted with a violent intimidation campaign.
As a part of a broad international condemnation of
these attacks, intergovernmental organizations (IGOs)
to which Indonesia belonged, such as the IMF and
World Bank, went well beyond verbal reprimands and
threatened real, tangible costs. The IGOs asserted that
they would suspend aid and assistance programs and
impose heavier sanctions, lest the conflict be resolved
without escalation of violence (ReliefWeb 1999). After
strong initial resistance, the Indonesian government
troops withdrew from East Timor. Escalation to a civil
war was thus averted.
While it is well established that IGOs can help
resolve conflicts between member countries (Boehmer,
Gartzke, and Nordstrom 2004; Oneal, Russett, and
Berbaum 2003; Shannon 2009), this illustrative case—
to which we return below—highlights an important
role of IGOs in averting conflict escalation within
member states. Our argument is that those IGOs with
high degrees of institutional depth have the greatest
ability to help prevent the escalation of emerging
domestic conflicts into civil wars. These highly structured IGOs (HSIGOs; e.g., the IMF, Southern African
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An online appendix with supplementary material and analyses is available at http://journals.cambridge.org/jop. Replication files for the
analyses performed in the study are located at http://dvn.iq.harvard.edu/dvn/dv/jkarreth.
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We use the term ‘‘conflict’’ below as shorthand for conflict involving armed force.
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igos and civil war
Customs Union, Inter-American Development Bank,
IAEA)3 possess provisions to coerce state compliance
with IGO policies, tools for enforcing organizational
decisions and norms, and independent administrative
and monitoring bodies.
HSIGOs’ design and importance to member
countries can help address sources of bargaining failure thought to lead to civil wars (Fearon 2007; Walter
1999, 2009). By shaping expectations that there will
be HSIGO-related costs for continuing to fight
(e.g., sanctions, forgoing membership benefits), HSIGOs
provide important constraints under which member
governments—and to some extent the rebels—are
operating. The real possibility of losing benefits and
incurring costs yields potent incentives to both reach
and honor compromises. And reducing uncertainty by
enhancing the credibility of the government’s commitments to the rebels—including not to harm them once
they disarm—is arguably critical for ending domestic
conflicts (Simmons and Danner 2010; Walter 1999).
Empirical analyses of conflicts from 1945 to 2000
support the expectation that a state’s membership in
larger numbers of HSIGOs significantly reduces the
likelihood that a domestic conflict on its territory will
escalate to a civil war, primarily by increasing the
likelihood of settlement.
Among broader implications, our study demonstrates that IGOs’ conflict-management roles extend
beyond traditional mediation, intervention, and peacekeeping tasks. Moreover, we show that there are positive
externalities to institutional design (Koremenos, Lipson,
and Snidal 2001) that go beyond the original core
IGO mandates (e.g., facilitating trade) to the politics of
domestic conflict. And, by relying on the concept of
escalation, we bring together the low-level conflict and
civil war strands of the domestic conflict literature—an
integrative step made even more important by the fact
that internal wars have surpassed international wars as
the predominant type of armed conflict (Themnér and
Wallensteen 2011).
The article is organized as follows. First, we
provide an overview of problems associated with civil
wars, including their management. The next section
develops the logic behind our expectation that memberships in HSIGOs have important domestic conflictmanaging effects. The subsequent sections present the
3
The HSIGO list and information on their temporal and spatial
distributions are provided in the online appendix, Table A1 and
Figures A2–3. Importantly, accounting for spatial and temporal
trends does not affect our findings (see Table A4) and neither
does taking into account the types of countries that are likely to
be HSIGO members (democratic, wealthier, trading); see also the
endogeneity discussion below.
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research design, discussion of our findings, and concluding thoughts.

Causes, Consequences, and
Management of Civil Wars
Civil wars have taken well over one million lives in
the 1990s alone, created devastating social and economic consequences, and generated waves of displaced
persons that can destabilize neighboring countries
(Salehyan and Gleditsch 2006). Causes of civil war
onset are well-known: economic opportunity through
available natural resources; political grievances and
poverty; unstable political institutions; inaccessible
terrain; large populations; and others (Collier and
Hoeffler 2004; Fearon and Laitin 2003). Yet, because
these factors are either naturally given conditions or
represent chronic problems, a consensus on what policies may prevent civil wars remains elusive.
A different strand of research proposes that civil
wars are a result of bargaining failure emanating from
commitment problems (Fearon 2007; Walter 1999).
Here, governments and rebels bargain over the settlement of grievances and demands, but governments
in particular often cannot credibly commit to agreements. That is, governments may use their power
position to renege on deals made after the rebels have
disarmed, putting the rebels into an extremely vulnerable position. Scholars have suggested that carefully
crafted peace agreements (Mattes and Savun 2010) or
stable political institutions may reduce such commitment problems (Fearon and Laitin 2003; Goldstone
et al. 2010). Turning to IGOs to help abate post-civil
war commitment problems, Walter (1999) argues that
peacekeepers can help assure the rebels’ safety, while
Simmons and Danner (2010) note the International
Criminal Court (ICC) can function as a commitment
device to reduce violence. Yet, because these strategies
are employed to prevent civil war recurrence, they do
not address the issue of preventing civil wars in the
first place all that well. But they do point to IGOs’
positive role in overcoming some causes of bargaining
failure. We argue that the ability of IGOs to address
causes of bargaining failure can be both broadened
and expanded to the earlier stages of domestic conflict,
where escalation to civil war may be prevented.

IGOs as Conflict Managers
On the international level, IGO-based institutional links
provide important tools for consultation, grievance
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management, and the imposition of constraints
(Koremenos, Lipson, and Snidal 2001), leading to lower
probabilities of militarized conflict between member
states (e.g., Boehmer, Gartzke, and Nordstrom 2004;
Russett, Oneal, and Davis 1998). The constraint feature
in particular allows IGOs to help reduce the deleterious
effects of commitment problems in the bargaining
process (Mitchell and Hensel 2007).4
Yet, IGOs’ international conflict-management success does not seem to translate to the domain of
domestic conflict. This is not for a lack of trying: IGOs
have led numerous efforts to either stop ongoing civil
wars or prevent their recurrence through mediation,
intervention, and peacekeeping. Yet, there is little consensus regarding the effectiveness of these approaches
(e.g., Balch-Lindsay and Enterline 2000; Diehl 2008;
Doyle and Sambanis 2000; Fortna 2004; Regan 2002;
Metternich 2011; Regan, Frank, and Aydin 2009). It is
also questionable whether these activities occur early
enough in the life cycle of a conflict to prevent its
escalation to civil war. Peacekeeping forces are typically
deployed after the civil war is over to avert its recurrence. Similarly, because mediations and interventions mostly take place later in domestic conflicts, they
are arguably not that effective in preventing escalation
to civil wars.
Nevertheless, IGOs can make a difference by other
means. Consistent with the argument that IGOs function as commitment devices (Pevehouse 2002), postconflict governments with low domestic accountability
appear to join the ICC to signal commitment
to ending violence (Simmons and Danner 2010).
Hafner-Burton (2005) demonstrates that preferential
trade agreements with human rights clauses help
improve the human rights practice of signatory states.
And Donno (2010) finds that regional IGOs may be a
commitment device that can draw enforcement with
regard to electoral fraud. Overall, this research suggests
that states’ international commitments reduce the
likelihood of domestic conflict.
Building upon this idea, we argue that IGOs can
modify the conditions that lead to the development of
civil wars in member states. We propose that HSIGOs’
institutional structure, membership benefits, and leverage over member states allow them to significantly alter
the anticipated consequences of domestic conflict for
the government and rebels. This in turn helps address
4
Bearce and Bondanella (2007) note that IGOs help socialize their
members toward peaceful, cooperative interactions, but this
argument cannot be directly applied to our inquiry. Rebels are
not members of IGOs and thus would have little opportunity to
become socialized toward cooperation.
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problems associated with bargaining failure and prevent the escalation of lower-level conflicts to civil wars.

Theoretical Argument
Not all IGOs are alike. Loose, ad hoc type institutions
with little independent decision-making power, no
central monitoring, or weak enforcement capacity are
unlikely to effectively constrain state behavior. In
contrast, HSIGOs possess tools for enforcing organizational decisions and norms; they are capable of
coercing state compliance with IGO policies, while
their design is such that established procedures of the
IGO cannot be swiftly overridden by a single member
(Abbott et al. 2000; Boehmer, Gartzke, and Nordstrom
2004). That states voluntarily join organizations with
such leverage over them suggests that states value this
membership and its benefits—resources that can also
be withheld as punishment for misbehavior.
In a rationalist-institutionalist logic, membership
in HSIGOs directly affects the cost calculation of states
with regard to its domestic and international policies.
We argue that the cost-benefit logic of HSIGOs is not
only relevant for issues of interstate cooperation such
as trade or the environment. HSIGO-related constraints and behavioral expectations also affect how
states conduct themselves domestically, even if many
HSIGOs’ mandates are not directly tied to conflictual
issues within member states. We return to these issues
after examining the process of civil war development.

Conceptualizing the Development
of Civil Wars
Civil wars take time to build up. For simplicity’s
sake, we conceptualize this process in two stages—
low-level conflict and full-fledged civil war—and
focus on the government-rebel interaction. Rebels
may attack first to press their demands for better
treatment, economic benefits, or autonomy. Alternatively, the government may use force to enforce its
will. Violent clashes between the two sides are likely
to result in fatalities. In purely quantitative terms, a
threshold of 25 casualties that satisfies the criteria for
low-level armed conflict according to the PRIO/
Uppsala project (Gleditsch et al. 2002) can be reached
quickly.5 After these first-phase eruptions of violence,
5

For example, the 1953 East German action against workers’
demonstrations resulted in over 150 deaths within a day while
the Bloody Sunday British crackdown in Northern Ireland—and
subsequent violence—resulted in a few hundred deaths.
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governments and rebels face the choice of mobilizing further or of trying to accommodate each other’s
demands. This opens up a bargaining scenario in
which the government and opposition are making
key decisions that have an impact on the trajectory of
the conflict. If the sides want to press their case, they
risk escalation of the conflict to the second, civil war
stage. While the first phase of conflict may be unexpected or unplanned, the transition to the second,
civil war phase typically takes more concerted action,
resources, planning, strategizing, and recruiting. Importantly, the low-level phase offers an opportunity to
manage the conflict before it escalates.

HSIGOs and the Prevention of Domestic
Conflict Escalation
The quick nature of the first phase of the conflict does
not provide much opportunity to send in mediators,
intervention forces, or peacekeepers to prevent escalation, as it takes some time for the conflict to generate
broader interest and for the resources to be mobilized.
These approaches therefore often take place only after
the conflict has reached the civil war stage. Yet,
HSIGO memberships can help alter the incentive
structure of the government-rebel bargaining game
during the first stage of a conflict.6 By exposing the
state to the risks of suffering punishment and of
foregoing future fruits of international cooperation,
HSIGOs increase the costs of civil war. This deterrent
effect makes both escalation now and resumption of
the conflict later unattractive.7 HSIGOs thus help
resolve uncertainty and commitment problems typically associated with bargaining failure. We now turn
to elaborating on these dynamics.
The rebel-government bargaining game takes
place between at least formally unequal actors. Governments usually have access to resources that rebels
can hardly procure: police, the military, fiscal authority, diplomatic channels, and others. This asymmetry
of domestic politics may provide the government with
some advantages. Consequently, the rebels’ strategy
and resolve is dependent on their expectations about
6

Due to the relative ease at which the first stage of conflict occurs,
we do not expect HSIGO members to experience fewer firstphase conflicts. That this is supported empirically below also
implies that HSIGOs are not simply comprised of peaceful
member states.
7

This argument echoes the off-the-path-behavior logic (Cameron
2000; Weingast 1996), whereby institutional structures that punish
misbehavior act as deterrents; this deterrent can be so effective that
the actual, active involvement by the institution in the dispute is
often unobserved.
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governments’ preferred and most likely choices vis-àvis the rebels. Meanwhile, in addition to the variety of
domestic factors (institutions, development, geography), governments are affected by an international
environment (other states, IGOs). By being more
important to and having multifaceted leverage over
member states, we argue that, compared to other
IGOs, HSIGOs have a particular ability to constrain
member states in their behavior. The main purpose of
HSIGOs such as regional trade organizations is to tie
states’ hands to enable cooperation between states,
providing a stable, predictable environment in which
trade can flourish. Yet, the instability from within
member states can create uncertainty that deters
economic partners, and thus damage the institution’s
goal. HSIGOs hence have a vested interest in the
stability of member states, including the avoidance of
civil wars.
Because HSIGOs have the power to impose costly
sanctions and deny valuable privileges in order to
protect their missions and restore confidence and
normalcy, member governments that permit domestic
unrest to escalate into a civil war can expect serious
sanctions.8 That is, HSIGO memberships alter the
rebel-government bargaining game by increasing the
costs of war. Aware of such consequences, member
governments are constrained and will be more interested in striking an escalation-avoiding bargain with the
rebels. These constraints both reduce uncertainty about
the government’s optimal strategy, and they increase
the credibility of a government’s current commitment
to resolve a conflict without escalation. In contrast, an
isolated government faces weaker deterrents against
pursuing the fight; rebels then confront higher uncertainty with regard to the government’s path of action.
Furthermore, a state’s continued good standing
within HSIGOs promises future gains—a portion of
which could be distributed to the rebels to make peace
more attractive to them—through cooperation in economic and other affairs. Collier et al. (2003) have
previously pointed to the importance of prospective
economic development as a political stabilizer; future
trade is particularly important in this regard, per
Collier and Hoeffler (2004). But benefits from trade,
aid, or investment require signals that the society will
remain a stable host and partner. These carrots require
the rebels and government to manage their differences,
8

While HSIGOs may not prefer nonescalation in every single case
(e.g., Libya in 2011), in most cases HSIGOs want stability in
order to carry out their economic or security-related functions.
That exceptions are not that frequent is borne out by our
findings; otherwise, the HSIGO coefficient would be insignificant
in our empirical tests.
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which may be no easy feat. Nevertheless, unlike states
that are only poorly integrated into international
structures, HSIGO members face tangible incentives
for forgoing conflict escalation.
Importantly, the threat of HSIGO-imposed costs
not only alters the nature of the bargaining game
in the present time, but it also arguably constrains
the government against taking escalatory actions in
the future—including reneging on promises to end the
conflict and not destroy the rebels after they disarm.
HSIGOs’ ability to punish the government down the
road reduces the rebels’ uncertainty about the government’s future actions and addresses significant problems
posed by the bargaining game, credible commitments
and uncertainty (Walter 1999; see also Fortna 2004;
Hoddie and Hartzell 2003). Via the threat of future
costs for reneging on promises to stop the fight and for
harming disarmed rebels, HSIGOs can provide implicit
assurances that the government will continue to honor
its commitments. Knowing that the government faces
this constraint helps reassure the rebels that the government has a meaningful incentive to abide by a
peace deal.9 A state’s participation within HSIGOs
and HSIGOs’ ability to impose costs are therefore tangible and credible signals to domestic groups that the
government is a reliable partner in avoiding conflict
resumption and escalation. This reduces the uncertainty faced by the rebels substantially and makes them
more likely to be willing to trust that the government’s
commitments are credible. It will therefore be easier for
the rebels to lay down their arms when they are dealing
with an HSIGO-embedded government. Rooted in the
costs that come with returning to violence, HSIGO
memberships thus reduce both uncertainty and commitment problems.
Continuing to examine the bargaining scenario
with regard to rebels’ incentives, even though they are
not formal members of IGOs, rebels themselves are
not immune from HSIGO influence and can actually
cause damage to their cause by overplaying their
hand.10 As the disadvantaged actor in the asymmetric

9

Reneging on domestic peace deals will also entail external
reputational costs with other HSIGO member states. Thus, the
state has a vested interest in protecting its standing abroad by
honoring its commitments at home.
10

HSIGOs’ ability to constrain the government does not necessarily
mean that the HSIGOs are on the rebels’ side politically. The rebels
have to be careful that their combat conduct not put them in
jeopardy of later international prosecution. HSIGO memberships
therefore provide another incentive for the rebels to avoid
escalation.
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domestic bargaining situation, the rebels benefit from
the state’s HSIGO involvement: it provides a counterweight that constrains the state and increases the
state’s willingness to settle. Presumably, the settlement would be beneficial to the rebels because it
represents a revision of the status quo against which
they rebelled in the first place. Conversely, if the
rebels appear unwilling to settle the conflict, or want
to renege on their escalation-avoiding commitments,
they signal to the HSIGO environment that they cannot be counted on as a partner in managing the respective conflict. As a consequence, the HSIGOs would
see little value in pushing for an unlikely agreement
and cease putting pressure on (i.e., constraining) the
government. This then puts the rebels back into the
unenviable asymmetric bargaining situation, where
their path to government concessions is a costly and
uncertain fight. And even if they can force the government into concessions, without the HSIGO support the
rebels will have few guarantees that the government
will comply in the long run; this is the familiar commitment problems scenario that is disadvantageous to
the rebel side. Therefore, the state’s HSIGO memberships imply that the optimal strategy for the rebels is to
settle with the government before violence escalates;
this gives the rebels the ability to utilize the HSIGOs
to pressure the government toward both settling and
keeping its commitments. As discussed below, it is
hard to imagine that the IMF and World Bank
would have taken such a crucial role in East Timor
had active rebel groups pursued the armed struggle
against Indonesia.
In sum, by increasing the costs of conflict and of
reneging on settlements, HSIGO memberships provide incentives for both the rebel and government
sides to resolve their bargaining game and thus avoid
escalating the conflict to the civil war stage. We expect
that HSIGO conflict-management effects will be the
greatest when a state is simultaneously a member of
multiple HSIGOs. This embeddedness in a network of
highly structured institutions will help reinforce each
HSIGO’s conflict-management function, make penalties more multifaceted and severe, and provide more
rewards for desirable behavior such as honoring commitments. It also increases the chances that at least one
HSIGO will take interest in the conflict—strengthening
the anticipation that actual sanctions will be forthcoming and decreasing the uncertainty with respect
to commitment issues. In hypothesis form, our key
expectation is,
H1: Domestic low-level armed conflicts are less likely
to escalate into civil wars in those states that are more
embedded in the HSIGO environment.
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Research Design
The Universe of Cases, Unit of Analysis,
and the Dependent Variable
We test Hypothesis 1 on all cases of domestic armed
conflict, 1945–2000. We define armed conflict as the
occurrence of politically motivated violence within a
country resulting in at least 25 battle deaths within
one year (Themnér and Wallensteen 2011). To distinguish between multiple conflicts that are ongoing
within one country at the same time, but in different
regions and/or with different rebel groups, we specify
as the unit of analysis a coherent dyadic episode of
domestic armed conflict. We count episodes as different
if violence has stopped between them or if the rebel
groups change. These criteria are applied in the
Non-State Actor Data from Cunningham, Gleditsch,
and Salehyan (2009), an actor-specific version of the
UCDP/PRIO Armed Conflict Table.
Our dependent variable, escalation, delineates
whether an armed conflict episode escalated into a
full-fledged civil war. We code escalation as 1 if the
conflict surpassed 1,000 casualties, a long-standing
threshold in the civil war literature. If the conflict
ended (per UCDP/PRIO criteria) without reaching
the threshold, escalation is coded as 0. We used data
from Sarkees (2000, Version 3.0) and Lacina and
Gleditsch (2005) for these coding decisions. About
one-third of conflicts escalated.

Embeddedness in the (HS)IGO
Environment
The more HSIGOs a state is an active member of, the
more embedded it is in a network of HSIGOs. This
requires distinguishing HSIGOs from less institutionalized IGOs. Boehmer, Gartzke, and Nordstrom (2004)
classify Pevehouse, Nordstrom, and Warnke’s (2004)
original IGO list by organizational structure and institutionalization. Low-structure IGOs (LSIGOs) may have
a central secretariat, but no substantial bureaucratic
infrastructure. Medium-structure IGOs (MSIGOs) have
a bureaucracy, but no ability to adjudicate, mediate, or
coerce member states. HSIGOs ‘‘contain mechanisms
for mediation, arbitration and adjudication, and/or
other means to coerce state decisions (such as withholding loans or aid), as well as means to enforce organizational decisions and norms’’ (Boehmer, Gartzke,
and Nordstrom 2004, 18).
A state’s count of each IGO membership type
enters the analyses as a separate variable, capturing
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the state’s entire IGO portfolio. This way, we can
ascertain whether conflict-management effects are
attributable specifically to HSIGO memberships. On
average, states have 15 LSIGO, 6 MSIGO, and 12
HSIGO memberships; almost all states have at least
one membership in each IGO type. These and other
right-hand-side variables are measured in the year in
which the low-level conflict starts.

Control Variables
We control for a number of factors drawn from the
literature on domestic conflict onset. We measure
economic development as the log of GDP per capita,
using data from Gleditsch (2002). To capture regime
types, we include a country’s linear and squared
Polity IV score (Marshall and Jaggers 2002). We also
include the log of a state’s population (Gleditsch
2002) as well as an indicator for mountainous terrain,
per Fearon and Laitin (2003). Finally, we control for
two factors potentially related to escalation. First, we
account for the possible severity of grievances and
oppositions’ ability to mobilize by including the logged
size of the population that is excluded from the national
political arena (from Cederman, Min, and Wimmer
2009). Second, we account for prior settlement by noting
if a country experienced a conflict settlement in the last
10 years, using data from Cunningham, Gleditsch, and
Salehyan (2009).

Methods of Analysis
Given the dichotomous structure of the dependent
variable, we estimate logit models with clustered
standard errors to correct for the observations from
the same country being related. Our main findings
are verified with a probit selection model (Heckman
1979), which assesses HSIGOs’ impact on escalation
while accounting for the process that leads to the
emergence of low-level violence in the first place.
In the Heckman analyses, country-year becomes
our unit of analysis; control variables remain unchanged, except that their values are now recorded
for each year under scrutiny. Some control variables
may be more important for the occurrence of low-level
conflict than escalation and thus help identify the
selection models. Fuel exports are a structural factor
that, because of the windfall gains to be made from it,
renders political violence a more attractive strategy
than peaceful political contest. Huntington’s argument about the structural predisposition of Muslim
societies for violence also applies to the occurrence of
armed conflict, but it does not speak directly to the
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escalation to civil wars. And ethnic fractionalization
may increase the opportunity that one group initiates
protest. These three variables come from the standard
study of domestic conflict onset, Fearon and Laitin
(2003). Finally, we include an indicator for conflict
onset in the past 10 years. For identification, we
include these four variables only in the selection
equation; in separate tests we also added them to
the escalation equation—with no appreciable impact
on the findings (see footnote 15).

Findings and Discussion
Table 1 presents the results. Initial evidence in favor
of the hypothesis can be seen in Model 1, where the
HSIGO coefficient is negative and significant. Greater
embeddedness in the HSIGO environment makes a
country less likely to experience the escalation of
lower-level armed conflict into civil war.
An example of this pattern is found in the
conflict between the ETA and the Spanish government. The 1980–81, 1987, and 1991–92 low-level
conflicts never escalated to civil wars, with Spain
having 21–26 HSIGO memberships; the global mean
and median are 12. In less-developed parts of the
world,11 Venezuela’s conflict with splinter military
groups and Mexico’s fight with the EZLN stopped
short of civil war, with each country having 20 HSIGO
memberships. In Africa, Ghana and Cameroon each
experienced conflicts with renegade military factions
that did not escalate while Uganda witnessed a nonescalated conflict with the UPDA in the 1980s; each
country had 17 HSIGO memberships.
Conversely, countries poorly integrated into
HSIGO structures are at much greater risk of escalation
of their rebellions to civil wars. Some examples include
Bosnia (Serb minority), Mozambique (Renamo),
Angola (UNITA), and North Yemen (opposition;
Royalists), with each country having five or fewer
memberships. Other instances of escalation to civil
war can found in Tajikistan (UTO, 6 HSIGO memberships), Georgia (Abkhazia, 8), Rwanda (Watusi, 6), and
Laos (Pathet Lao, 7)—and in other countries with
below average numbers of HSIGO memberships such
as Azerbaijan (Nagorno Karabakh, 10) and South
Yemen (Socialist Party faction, 10). The recent example

of Syria also aptly demonstrates how difficult it is for
the international community to prevent conflict escalation in a country that is not all that well integrated
into international institutions (11 HSIGO memberships in 2012).12
Returning to Table 1, we find no association between escalation and states’ embeddedness in MSIGOs
and LSIGOs.13 This implies that conflict-management
benefits apply specifically to HSIGOs and are not
a function of just the sheer number of IGO memberships of a state experiencing low-level armed
conflict.14 The HSIGO finding holds while controlling for a variety of factors, included in the more
fully specified Model 2. Significant control variables
behave predictably. Consistent political institutions
and past positive conflict resolution experiences prevent escalation. Meanwhile, conflicts in mountainous
states and in countries where larger groups are politically excluded are more likely to escalate.15
Concerning HSIGO’s substantive impact, Figure 1
presents the predicted probability of escalation based
on Model 2. As HSIGO memberships increase, the risk
of escalation decreases notably and continuously. If
HSIGO memberships move from the 20th to the 80th
percentile (from 9 to 16), the probability of escalation
is cut in half, from 50% to 25%. In the following
pages, we provide additional evidence in favor of our
argument and further probe our main finding.

Illustrative Example: Political Unrest in
Indonesia (1999)
The unrest in East Timor helps illustrate the details
behind our statistical findings, highlighting the role

12

Following an anonymous reviewer’s comment, we found the
HSIGO effect to be somewhat smaller for personalist than
nonpersonalist regimes (21 vs. 28 percentage point reduction in
the probability of escalation).
13
Further tests alleviate concerns that including all three IGO
variables may induce multicollinearity and unduly affect our
inferences. The variance inflation factors of 4–4.5 are below the
usual cut-off values of 5 or 10. Additionally, the findings do not
change when (1) the HSIGO variable is used by itself (it remains
significant) or (2) dropped from the model (the MSIGO and
LSIGO variables remain insignificant).
14
Conducting analyses with count variables for states’ memberships
in security, economic, and social IGOs revealed that mandates were
unrelated to the escalation of domestic conflict.
15

11

Excluding the low-level conflicts in the UK (N. Ireland), Spain
(ETA), and the United States (Puerto Rico, 1950) did not alter
the results. Neither did controlling for spatial and temporal
HSIGO membership trends (see Table A4).

Adding the fuel exports, share of the Muslim population, ethnic
fractionalization, and past conflict variables did not change the
results with regards to the HSIGO variable and neither did
controlling for the government’s repressive capacity using the
CINC score (gathered from the EUGene software; cf. Bennett and
Stam 2000).
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Logit and Heckman Probit Analyses of Domestic Conflict Escalation
Logit

Estimator
y2: Escalation (Outcome)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

-0.162*
(0.067)
0.067
(0.071)
0.017
(0.03)
-0.009
(0.03)
-0.012*
(0.004)
-0.206
(0.160)

-0.169*
(0.075)
0.06
(0.07)
0.041
(0.039)
-0.006
(0.033)
-0.012*
(0.005)
-0.242
(0.184)
-0.148
(0.13)
0.291*
(0.151)
0.219*
(0.096)
-1.035*
(0.612)
3.1

-0.093*
(0.041)
0.049
(0.041)
0.005
(0.018)
-0.009
(0.02)
-0.007*
(0.004)
-0.074
(0.139)

1.59*

-0.098*
(0.049)
0.044
(0.043)
0.025
(0.023)
-0.005
(0.02)
-0.006
(0.008)
-0.086
(0.187)
-0.084
(0.193)
0.154
(0.1)
0.155*
(0.069)
-0.526
(0.365)
1.53

Constant

0.023
(0.016)
-0.004
(0.016)
-0.012
(0.008)
0.01
(0.006)
-0.005*
(0.001)
-0.155*
(0.053)
0.121*
(0.035)
0.037
(0.029)
0.204
(0.211)
0.23*
(0.119)
0.002*
(0.001)
0.24*
(0.07)
-1.84*

0.024
(0.016)
-0.004
(0.016)
-0.013
(0.008)
0.009
(0.006)
-0.005*
(0.001)
-0.146*
(0.062)
0.134*
(0.034)
0.034
(0.027)
0.207
(0.311)
0.236
(0.148)
0.002*
(0.001)
0.239*
(0.071)
-2.02*

r
p(r 6¼ 0)
Log-likelihood
Observations

-0.15
0.79
-987.9
5820

-0.15
0.91
-967.9
5817

HSIGOs
MSIGOs
LSIGOs
Polity
Polity (sq.)
GDP p.c. (logged)
Population (logged)
Mountains (logged)
Excluded pop. (logged)
Settlements (past 10 yrs.)
Constant

y1: Low-Level Conflict (Selection)

Heckman Probit

2.85*

HSIGOs
MSIGOs
LSIGOs
Polity
Polity (sq.)
GDP p.c. (logged)
Population (logged)
Mountains (logged)
Ethnic fractionalization
Fuel Exports
Muslim population
Conflict (past 10 yrs.)

Correlation

Note: Clustered standard errors in parentheses. * p , 0.05.

-143.7
232

-132.3
222
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F IGURE 1 Predicted Probabilities of Escalation
and Settlements

of HSIGOs in preventing the outbreak of a full civil
war. When the violent campaign of the Indonesian
military and militias against the Timorese opposition
began, the international community responded relatively quickly, demanding that the Indonesian government guarantee the security of the Timorese population.
According to observers, among various types of rebuke,
‘‘the most effective weapon in squeezing Indonesia was
the threat of financial sanctions’’ (Wheeler and Dunne
2001, 819).
Importantly, these sanctions involved HSIGOs.
Indonesia’s membership in 18 HSIGOs puts the
predicted threat of escalation at 31% per our model.
We focus on the IMF and the World Bank, the two
HSIGOs that were especially important for Indonesia
in the aftermath of the financial crisis. The Indonesian government had made a clear commitment to
these institutions to manage the Timorese desire for
independence peacefully. A September 7 World Bank
report notes this commitment and states that ‘‘following through the [Indonesian government’s] statement
made [at the Consultative Group for Indonesia’s
meeting] is a critical component of the policy commitment of the Government of Indonesia, setting the
context in which the program of international assis-
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tance agreed in July is to be realized’’ (ReliefWeb
1999). This exemplifies the preference (and demand)
of HSIGOs for domestic stability; it also illustrates
that—in this case—HSIGOs may request a formal
commitment of member states to the peaceful management of domestic tensions.
As the (government-sanctioned) violence was on
the verge of escalating, the IMF and World Bank first
expressed grave concern about the continuation of
their programs. Representatives from the IMF and the
World Bank went on record in regional media stating
clear conditions for short-term loans and longer-term
aid (BBC News 1999). Without a clear move of the
government to end the violence in East Timor, the
Indonesian economy would suffer dramatically from
the withdrawal of aid funds, loans, and looming currency problems. On September 13, the World Bank
suspended all loans and operations (Thornton 1999),
and on September 16, the IMF followed (International
Monetary Fund 1999).
What prompted the HSIGO involvement? First,
the Southeast Asian recovery from the 1997 financial
crisis was in jeopardy; violence would have disrupted
the HSIGOs’ mandate. Second, the HSIGO programs
in Indonesia were in danger of being used by the
government to continue the violent campaign (Orford
2003, 22). Third, U.S. President Clinton called for
action from HSIGOs and used them as a channel for
influence (Wheeler and Dunne 2001). Importantly,
our argument does not dismiss the role of third parties
in domestic conflicts; rather, we highlight the importance of HSIGOs as a dimension of pressure for
escalation prevention; states can certainly exploit this.
In this case though, Martin notes that the World Bank
and IMF’s actions were ‘‘not the result of U.S. pressure; although they must have been aware of the
wishes of donor countries, the respective [HSIGOs’]
presidents must be credited with their strong responses
to the destruction of East Timor’’ (2001, 108). And
fourth, nonstate East Timor advocacy organizations
turned to the HSIGOs for help in protecting the East
Timorese from Indonesian militias (Aslam 1999). In
sum, the HSIGOs had an interest in the stability of this
member country.
The impact of HSIGOs is well documented.
Contemporary observers noted that HSIGO pressure
was ‘‘instrumental’’ in helping prevent the escalation
of violence in East Timor (Fidler and Robinson 1999;
cited in Wheeler and Dunne 2001, 819; also see
Human Rights Watch 1999). Other contemporary
news reports also note the impact of the threats of
suspending HSIGOs’ assistance and the resulting
economic disaster on Indonesian leaders, foremost
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President Habibie (Hajari 1999). The head of the
Indonesian central bank coyly stated, ‘‘I have never
said it will not have any impact on us if the IMF
suspends loans’’; rating agencies put Indonesia’s government debt on ‘‘credit-watch negative’’ (Thornton
1999). The demonstrable impact of HSIGO pressure
on the cost of escalation is noteworthy.
Finally, we briefly highlight the role of HSIGOs
following the conclusion of initial low-level violence.
The World Bank, IMF, and other organizations
took a key role in managing East Timor’s transition
to independence, stating their readiness to provide
assistance to both sides early in the tensions over
East Timorese independence (ReliefWeb 1999).
This illustrates the importance of HSIGO involvement for rebels as well. The Timorese side knew
that by far the ‘‘cheaper’’ strategy to attain their
goal of independence was to use the assistance from
these HSIGOs, rather than to escalate to a costly
war with the Indonesian government. This opportunity for the opposition existed primarily because
Indonesia had strong HSIGO ties, which paved the
way for the HSIGOs’ interest and involvement in
the first place.
In sum, the case highlights key mechanisms of
our argument. The early signals from HSIGOs clarified the constraints under which the Habibie government was operating: escalation would cause the
denial of outside resources, and a lack of effort to
prevent escalation did lead to costly HSIGO responses. In addition to the stick, the HSIGOs did
announce and eventually provide support to government and opposition when Habibie backed
down. This shows how HSIGOs’ influence over the
distribution of costs and benefits can factor into the
calculations of governments and rebels with respect
to escalating a violent conflict. Next, we discuss
further large-N tests to explore the robustness of our
findings.
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of extracting concessions from the government.16
Fausett and Volgy (2010) similarly argue that
IGOs can actually invite low-level conflict between
members before institutional mechanism prevent
escalation.
More populous countries are at a higher risk of
experiencing lower-level violence (e.g., Raleigh and
Hegre 2009), and consistent democracies and autocracies are less likely to experience political violence in
the first place. Additionally, economic development
decreases this risk while larger Muslim populations,
fuel exports, and prior conflict history all increase it
(see Collier and Hoeffler 2004; Fearon and Laitin
2003). We find no evidence of significant correlation between selection and outcome equations in
Models 3–4 (r 6¼ 0, p 5 0.79 and 0.91), rejecting the
possibility that sample selection biases our test of
Hypothesis 1.

External Mediation and Intervention
Above, we assumed that external mediations and
interventions are rarely employed to manage a conflict before it escalates to a civil war. We probe this
assumption using data on interventions and mediation
initiatives (Regan 2002; Regan et al. 2009).17 First,
comparing the timing of interventions and mediations
(at the median of 23 months and 48 months into a
conflict) with the median duration of nonescalated
conflicts (12 months) suggests that both mediations
and interventions are more likely to happen in the civil
war, as opposed to the low-level phase of the conflict.
This is consistent with Greig (2005) and Greig and
Regan (2008), who find that mediation attempts rarely
occur in the early phases of conflicts.
Second, to our regression analyses we add variables reporting the number of mediations and military interventions taking place before the conflict
escalated.18 HSIGOs’ impact on escalation remains
unaffected; see Model 5 in Table 2, which offers a

Selection Effects
Mirroring the logit results, the Heckman selection
Models 3–4 in Table 1 reveal that HSIGO memberships are negatively and significantly associated with
escalation to civil war. The HSIGO coefficient is,
however, insignificant in the selection equation,
perhaps because HSIGOs exercise countervailing
pressures on the chances of low-level conflict onset.
While a state’s memberships in HSIGOs may help
reduce grievances that motivate rebellion (discrimination, repression, etc.), potential rebels may also
view the state’s institutional memberships as a means

16

Indeed, our bargaining argument implies that because HSIGO
membership increases the cost of civil war for the government,
rebels may exploit its reluctance to escalate by making stronger
demands. Given that secessionist demands are particularly challenging for governments (see Walter 1999), we explored whether
states with higher HSIGO memberships face such demands; the
significant association (p 5 0.002) fits with cases of countries with
many HSIGO memberships that experience low-level violence over
territory, such as the United Kingdom and Spain.
17
Because these data cover only conflicts with over 200 casualties,
these analyses serve as preliminary insights.
18

Yearly battle-deaths data (Lacina and Gleditsch 2005) help us
identify when the deaths exceeded 1,000.
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T ABLE 2

Estimates for the HSIGO Coefficient in Different Robustness Checks (Summary)

Model Number
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Robustness Check

HSIGO Coefficient

N

Model x2

Controlling for mediation and intervention
attempts
Instrumentinga the HSIGO variable
Replacing the HSIGO variable with
Cost-Benefit HSIGO variable
Changing the dependent variable to
settlement (1) vs. military victory
or escalation (0) outcomes

-0.107* (0.045)

119

17.64*

-0.09* (0.041)
-0.092* (0.053)

221
222

26.67*
25.44*

0.108* (0.054)

198

28.56*

Note: The dependent variables are low-level conflict escalation (Models 5–7) and settlement (Model 8). The HSIGO column reports
logit (Models 5, 7, and 8) and instrumental variable probit (Model 6) coefficients; clustered standard errors are in parentheses. All other
predictor variables for each model are omitted from the table to conserve space.
*p , 0.05.
a
Model 6 instruments: Polity score, GDP per capita (logged), trade (logged), years since last domestic conflict (logged).

brief summary of the results for the HSIGO variable
based on several follow-up analyses. The interventions coefficient is insignificant while the mediations
one is only weakly significant. The marginal impact is
22% for mediations and 250% for HSIGOs. The
small effect of mediations is unsurprising given the
pattern of few mediations attempts taking place early
on in the conflict. In sum, these findings support our
argument that HSIGO embeddedness is a more
effective means of conflict escalation prevention than
mediation or intervention.

Endogeneity of HSIGO Memberships
A potential concern is that if only certain types of
countries (e.g., peaceful ones) are allowed to or
choose to join HSIGOs, it would falsely appear that
HSIGOs are effective conflict managers when in fact
it is the same conditions that lead to both HSIGO
memberships and a reduced risk of conflict escalation.
Further empirical analyses alleviate the concern. We
estimated an instrumental variable probit equation of
the probability of escalation, where HSIGO memberships were instrumented by factors thought to predict
which states join HSIGOs: the Polity score, logged
GDP per capita, logged trade value, and logged years
since last domestic conflict.19 The Wald statistic
(p 5 0.28) yields no evidence to assert endogeneity
of HSIGO memberships to the other variables in the
model. Meanwhile, the HSIGO coefficient based on
the instrumented HSIGO value remains negative and
significant (Model 6, Table 2). This strongly suggests
19

Importantly, none of these variables are directly related to our
main dependent variable, escalation.

that HSIGOs have an exogenous conflict-management
impact.

HSIGO Characteristics
The causal mechanism behind HSIGOs’ anticipatory
conflict-management effects invokes their ability to
withhold benefits and impose costs on its members.
Because some HSIGOs may perform only coordinating functions (e.g., setting standards), we restrict
our HSIGO variable to organizations that have the
actual ability to provide material benefits or impose
costly sanctions on members; see Table A1 for the
list. Replacing the original HSIGO variable with these
‘‘cost-benefit’’ HSIGOs continues to yield a negative and
significant coefficient (Model 7, Table 2). This buttresses
the argument that HSIGOs’ conflict-managing effects
rest on their ability to impose costs on and reward
member states.

Credible Commitments and Settlements
Next, we evaluate whether HSIGO memberships are
actually linked with desirable conclusions of domestic
conflicts, formal or informal settlements. If governments with strong HSIGO ties are indeed more
credible opponents, low-level conflicts should not only
not escalate, but they should also be settled successfully. Accordingly, we distinguish between two types
of low-level conflict outcomes: (a) decisive military
victories before escalation and escalation regardless of
the eventual outcome versus (b) conflicts ending
before escalation through peace agreements or ceasefires (using the UCDP Conflict Termination data
from Kreutz 2010). HSIGO memberships double the
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likelihood of the settlement outcomes (see Table 2,
Model 8, and Figure 1).20 The finding corroborates
HSIGOs’ role as a commitment device in domestic
bargaining scenarios.

Rebel Characteristics
Does the beneficial effect of HSIGOs still hold when
we vary the rebel side of the bargaining game, in
which they are typically structurally weaker? First, we
consider the impact of rebel strength. As a control
variable, rebel strength is not associated with the
probability of escalation (p 5 0.24), while HSIGOs’
impact is unaffected. Second, we investigate whether
a more complex bargaining game with multiple rebel
groups is more likely to result in bargaining failure
and escalation. This was not the case (p 5 0.83).
Third, we explore the role of rebel financing sources,
questioning whether rebels’ access to lootable resources might undercut the benefits of HSIGO embeddedness. While access to gemstones and hydrocarbons
is indeed associated with higher escalation risk, HSIGO
links substantially reduce that risk; see Table A5.21 An
initial exploration of these issues thus suggests that our
primary findings hold.

Conclusion and Implications
Given the problems associated with civil wars, this
project focuses on their prevention. We argue that
HSIGO memberships can help resolve the rebelgovernment bargaining game, by providing antiescalation incentives and improving the credibility of
commitments. Our analyses link HSIGO memberships to lower likelihoods of escalation and suggest
that the findings are driven by HSIGOs’ ability to
offer rewards and impose costs as well as increase the
likelihood of settlements.
Institutionalist research argues that states design
institutions to make commitments credible, which in
turn allows them to reap the benefits of cooperation
(e.g., Koremenos, Lipson, and Snidal 2001). Our
findings show that high levels of international institutionalization can have beneficial impacts both
beyond the international level of analysis and the core
issue of the respective IGO. Spillover and positive
20
The result also holds (p , 0.01) among nonescalated conflicts
only, by comparing decisive victories to settlements.
21

Data for these analyses are from Cunningham et al. (2009) and
Lujala (2009).
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externality effects from HSIGO memberships for
domestic conflict management are an important,
nontrivial addition to the well-established arguments
on international effects of institutional design.
This study also advances recent scholarship (e.g.,
Gleditsch 2007) by revealing a transnational conflictmanagement mechanism. The degree to which states
are embedded in international institutional environments adds an important factor to this emerging
research program: institutions are a substantial part
of an international structure that, as we have shown,
impacts the trajectory of civil conflicts. Finally, little
effort has been made to link the low-level domestic
violence and civil wars literatures. Treating the two
phenomena as part of one trajectory is not only of
academic interest but is also important for international policy. External actors likely have little influence
on initial political protest turning violent. But there is
an opportunity for international institutions to affect
the further development of such episodes, by enhancing conflict-ending commitments and signaling negative external ramifications of prolonged violence.
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